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spending when confronted with increases in gaming tax rates. These results suggest that 
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potential explanation for the decrease in gaming demand is that operators withheld or 
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change their promotional related comp policies and marketing related expenditures in 
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are often dedicated to either state or local governments for particular purposes. In the 
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higher rate was in effect.
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terms in order to address the autocorrelation and hence the violation of the assumption 
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unknown variance sigma squared.  Diagnostic tests for serial correlation determined that 
the residuals from the regression model were autocorrelated and therefore an ARIMA 
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gaming tax rates.  Gaming tax rates are shown to impact the promotional effort that 
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their state decreased promotional spending in reaction to their gaming tax rate increase.
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Missouri that compete with Illinois for the region’s gaming customers.  Other studies 
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spending of a state’s citizens experienced increased demand in association with the 2003 
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